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to conceive, launch, drive, and govern successful change initiatives.

CLIENT PROFILE

Overview

IntelliVen worked directly with the CEO, Board,
Executive Committee, and 19-member management
team of $100M kitchen and bath supplier to develop
Next Generation Leaders to conceive, launch, drive, and
govern successful change initiatives. Small team work
sessions, multi-day management team workshops,
board meetings, and initiative reviews provided forums
to teach, consolidate, implement, and reinforce Manage
to Lead tools, approaches, and principles.

PIP PROGRAM

The IntelliVen Manage to
Lead Process Improvement
Program (PIP) is an online six-
session cohort program that
teaches a system of operating
tools, principles, and approaches
to support Process Improvement
Leaders (PILs) making planned
change to improve organization
performance on Key
Performance Indicators such as
Margin Erosion, Time-to-Quote,
and Closing Ratios.

PIP is for organization leaders
who seek maximum value in
minimal time from their
organization Process
Improvement Leaders and their
teams.

The program has two parts: Core
program and Ongoing Support.

Learn More
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Top management learned

how to empower middle

managers and process

improvement leaders to

effectively deliver on the

promise of one change

initiative after another.

Previously, Reico board had

worked with middle

managers to identify a

portfolio of initiatives to

improve performance. For

example, one was to improve

reporting on work in process

so managers could better

allocate resources in order to

lower margin erosion from

inefficient deployment of

resources. Another initiative

was to lower the time it took

to prepare a definitive quote

to complete work requested

by a customer.

Improved results
were realized
immediately and
at scale.

The process described above

serves as the foundation for

Manage to Lead Immersion

Program Topic 6, Plan

Change, and Topic 7, Do &

Review. The implemented

overarching governance

system is depicted to the left.

Governance System

Middle managers had

identified what was needed

to improve performance and

were eager to make progress

on their initiatives, but after

more than a year none of the

initiatives had made much if

any progress. The reasons for

the lack of progress were

discovered to be that no one

was entirely clear on what

the ultimate goal was to

accomplish, no one had been

empowered to spend time

away from their day-job to

work on the initiatives, and

top management, while

trying to be encouraging and

helpful, kept middle

managers from making

progress by micro-managing,

changing course of action on

the fly, and so on.

The Process Improvement 
Program led by IntelliVen:

Crystalized key metrics

and goals across all

initiatives.

Set up, launched, and

guided an internal team to

guide and govern assigned

up-and-coming middle

managers who served as

Process Improvement

Leaders.

Taught top executives how

to support and guide

middle managers to

successfully complete

important initiatives from

start to finish.
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Within less than one year the

internal team was operating

without any further outside

support from IntelliVen or

any other outside help. Since

then, executive oversight

and support to middle

managers who identify and

implement improvement

initiatives has become a core

competence and results

continue to soar.

One of the key
accomplishments
of the Process
Improvement
Program at Reico is
that the process
was set up,
implemented, run,
and maintained
entirely by internal
personnel.

The governance process

implemented for Reico has

been packaged and made

available for middle

managers as an optional

follow-on program for

executive teams that

successfully complete

the IntelliVen Manage to

Lead Immersion Program.

The resultant program is called

the IntellIVen Process

Improvement Program for

Process Improvement

Leaders and is specifically

designed for organizations

whose executive teams seek to

train and empower mid-level

management to apply their

great strengths to help the

entire organization reach its

potential to perform and grow.

Our leadership team wanted a process that would allow everyone in our entire organization to
have greater input, create a method for better clarity in feedback, and ensure the company was
developing and implementing only the most important strategic initiatives.  Using IntelliVen
principles documented in Manage to Lead, we were able to teach the concepts, develop a plan, and
implement it all within a month.

Since the implementation of our plan, we have completed many strategic initiatives using the tools laid
out in the model and have increased our morale in the process. Nothing helps your organization more
than creating a formalized way to drive ideas to action. All of the management team now practices the
principles from the book and the committees created have driven many solutions. The Board simply
reviews the work in action, applies or allocates resources when needed and ensures the initiatives are
aligned to the overall company strategy.

Rich Maresco 
CEO REICO Kitchen & Bath
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